EDITOR’S NOTE
THE HOUSE I LIVED IN:
A TASTE OF GOOSEFLESH
Dear Rabbi Greenberg:

I

t was a pleasure traveling with you to the Sandy Brown wedding. I
am writing to you about the conversation in the car. As you recall
the Holtzmans disagreed with me. You were silent. I’m not even
sure you were awake during that stretch. Perhaps you kept quiet because
you took their side. Perhaps you agreed with me but chose not to intervene. I would like to know your private thoughts on the subject.
As you recall, our friends were speaking enthusiastically about converts to Judaism in our community. I don’t question that there are gerim
among their acquaintances who display the qualities they praise. In other
words, they are decent people, sincerely committed to Judaism, no less
observant of the mitsvot than most members of Orthodox shuls, probably
above average in some regards. I simply said that they were not like us;
they are not Jews like us. And everyone looked mildly shocked and politely
but persistently disagreed.
I didn’t mean to denigrate these converts. I didn’t justify being unkind to them. I know the Torah numerous times warns against oppressing
the ger verbally or in any other way. Even if the Torah didn’t prohibit
subjecting them to bad treatment such behavior would be wrong. The
people who disagreed with me in the car know me for many years and
they know I am not the kind of person who would deliberately hurt others. When I hear of such denigration and unkindness I am sickened.
Va-yihad Yitro—Jethro rejoiced about all the good that God had
performed for Israel. And the Gemara (Sanhedrin 94b) points out that
va-yihad is an unusual word for joy and that the word can also be interpreted to mean that he had gooseflesh—his skin became hiddudin hiddudin. Jethro did not fully rejoice in the triumph of Israel, because he was
shaken by the demise of the Egyptians. This teaches that you should never
denigrate Gentiles in the presence of a convert, even after ten generations, because they still identify with their roots. They may be fine,
wonderful people, but they are simply not like us.
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Take a sincere convert. This is a person who dislocates their life, who
undertakes radically new commitments and breaks with old commitments, a person who risks destroying, or weakening, family bonds, all for
the sake of their commitment to religious truth or their quest for religious meaning. How can you tell me that this person is a Jew just like us?
Can we understand such a person? Beyond “Hello” and “How are you”
what can we say to them?
Do I want my children to marry a person with such a different background, with whom we cannot carry on a conversation beyond casual
pleasantries? Do you? I have nothing against such people; I admire them.
But we don’t share their background. As I said in the car, I would have
the same objection to my children marrying Sefardim.
Does that make me a racist? Holtzman’s son said I’m not a racist. In
his opinion my attitude is due to having been brought up in America,
which is a racist society, a society haunted by race, where race counts for
too much. He said that it was my being American, rather than my being
a Jew, that is accountable for my attitude. I appreciate that Holtzman’s
son was trying to be polite but I don’t feel that I’m an American. I may
have been educated in America, but I feel that I’m a Jew.
Holtzman’s son means well but if my attitudes make me a racist so be
it.
I was never a member of your shul, Rabbi, but I respect you. I would
like to know your thinking on the subject, precisely because you are a
younger man attuned to the current outlook.
Respectfully yours,
Kalman Abrams

II
Dear Rabbi Carmy,
The note I am forwarding speaks for itself. The author is a member of the
“other shul,” not mine, the one that has a daf ha-yomi and a higher percentage of “yeshivish” people. Having said that, you should not think
ours is a community in conflict. As far as I can tell—and I hope I am not
being naïve—we are large enough to have two shuls, but not yet selfsufficient enough to manufacture our own mahloket and ill feeling.
One other thing: I didn’t pay attention to everything that was said in
the car, but the substance is accurate. Remarkably, this entire argument
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went on without voices being raised. I know you will find this hard to
believe. Where we come from, such debates are tinged with a great deal
of sarcasm or self-righteousness, and often deteriorate into shouting
matches. Perhaps these people were restrained because they were stuck in
a car together for an extended period. Perhaps they know each other for
a long time, and have formed ironclad habits of courtesy and mutual
respect.
In the light of the above, how would you respond to Kalman
Abrams?
As ever,
Tzvi Greenberg
III
Dear Tzvi,
Kalman Abrams wants you to answer him one thing: “Rabbi, am I a racist?” It’s a treacherous question. The situation is like that of Sartre’s Huis
Clos, in which the protagonists are trapped in a hell that is nothing more
or less than their dependence on the judgment of other people about
whether they are cowardly or courageous, attractive or unloved. Being
given such “information” by an authoritative person has certain psychological benefits—the person so diagnosed knows exactly where he or
she stands. Now our sources say much about the actions, beliefs and attitudes that define a tsaddik or rasha’, righteous or wicked, heretic or
believer; they propose criteria for meriting the World to Come. Yet Hazal
(Kiddushin 40b) instruct us to think of ourselves as perpetually balanced
between righteousness and wickedness, so that our next action will propel
us, and the world, decisively into one category or the other. Judaism
knows very well that the psychological security in one’s status is a false
security.
Well, Kalman Abrams does not ask you whether he is a tsaddik or
a rasha’, a question on which he probably has clear views. Whether he is
a “racist” has little to do with his fundamental opinion of himself: it is a
social, not an existential question. In this respect, at least, he is not experiencing infernal Sartrean anguish, waiting for your verdict.
But what is a “racist?” Is it a person who holds that some biological
traits belonging to groups of people are significant enough to affect their
humanity in some crucial way? I see no evidence of this in his letter. If
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genteel anti-Semitism was defined, early in the last century, as disliking
Jews more than is really necessary, do Mr. Abrams’ feelings towards gerim
and Sefaradim qualify? No sign of dislike that I can discern. He seems to
respect gerim no less than his friends; he just feels that they are different
from “us,” and he wants to distance himself from them because of his
discomfort or difficulty in dealing with them.
I wonder if the term “racist,” like other facile politically correct epithets, is really useful in analyzing or judging our attitudes towards people
who are different from us. Are not the majority of conventionally religious
people a bit ill at ease with individuals whose commitment to Torah
u-Mitsvot is more thoroughgoing than their own? Do we not more than occasionally feel that it takes significant effort to carry on a conversation with
a person whose intellectual or spiritual development is either more intense
or more shallow than ours? Sometimes similar effort is required to break
the ice with people at our own level whose background and interests differ
from our own. When this happens we speak about the need for social skills
or cultural breadth. Awkwardness, however, is not the same thing as dislike.
And Mr. Abrams seems to admit the former, not the latter. Of course, it is
telling that he does not say “I have difficulty with these people,” implying
that he and those like him are the challenged ones. Instead he posits “they
are different,” thus disclaiming responsibility for his uneasiness.
If I wanted to provoke Mr. Abrams I could confront him with the
Ya’arot Devash’s discussion of the Gemara about Jethro. R. Yonatan is
puzzled that a sincere ger would identify strongly with wicked Gentiles
despite the passage of generations. His explanation is that Judaism is often attractive in proportion to the corruption of non-Jewish culture.
Jethro was dismayed to hear what happened to the Egyptians, it gave him
the gooseflesh, because he wanted his own conversion to spring up from
the truth of Judaism. He did not want his motivation to be clouded by
negative associations with the religious culture he had left. This is a bracing message to all of us—revulsion from the evil around us is a valid, but
far from ideal, motivation for embracing the good. On peshat grounds,
Mr. Abrams would win: the Gemara’s meaning is as he says. Yet the very
fact that as influential a homilist as R. Yonatan Eyebeschutz felt the pressure to propose his novel interpretation testifies to his unhappiness with
the psychological reality the Gemara reluctantly recognizes, and to his
preference for a reading that yearns for the highest and purest motives for
the service of God.
I feel sympathy for Mr. Abrams because I detect in his words a resentment of our tendency to assign to ourselves the best, most politically
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correct attitudes without fully examining what they mean and whether we
are honest in claiming them. Despite the heavy shadow cast by the legacy
of slavery, I doubt that our America is a particularly racist society, partly
because I don’t know exactly what that means. I do believe that human
beings in our culture, like human beings in general, disguise unpleasant
attitudes and the difficulty in altering them.
You probably don’t recall the 1940’s short film “The House I Live
in,” starring the then left-leaning Frank Sinatra. In the movie, the singer
confronts a group of street urchins persecuting a “foreign” (obviously
Jewish refugee) child. Sinatra vigorously berates the urchins for their unAmerican (because intolerant) behavior to the point of insinuating their
disloyalty to the nation their older brothers were defending at that very
moment. He finally croons them into submission with the title lyrics:
“The house I live in… all races and religions, that’s America to me.” Even
this gesture of piety required caution: America, even in the heady days of
World War II when “Uncle Joe” Stalin was our ally, was not ready for the
original words, referring to “the white folks and the black folks.” Perhaps
the film did convert a few urchins to the faith of brotherhood. Together
with its innumerable successors, obligatory exercises in facile solidarity
breed, among people like Mr. Abrams, incredulity that can often degenerate into cynicism and defiance.
I discovered Sinatra’s piece of work as an adult. The house I actually
lived in, as a toddler, was 715 St. Marks Ave in Brooklyn. The apartment
building contained a courtyard that was accessible from Bergen Street on
the north. An older cousin recalls that the walls were ideal for handball; I
vaguely recall a sandbox among other paraphernalia suitable for small
children at play. As “they” (African-American people) began to infiltrate
the neighborhood on its northern borders, their children ventured into
our courtyard. Other white parents instructed their children to shun the
newcomers. My father, by contrast, explicitly directed me not to exclude
them. If you had asked me why his attitude differed from that of these
other parents, I would have replied without hesitation that it is because
we were Orthodox. It seemed natural to me that we should refrain from
exhibiting ill will towards people of different color for the same reason
that we deviated from the norm by keeping kashrut and Shabbat consistently and absolutely: we conformed our will to God’s.
You ask: what about all the Orthodox Jews who did not share your father’s attitude, whose fear and hostility to people different than they is not
appreciably less than that of the general population, and is even more intense
because of everything else that separates them from the rest of society? Let
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me confess that the impressions of religious life I took in as a child were disproportionately derived from what I saw at home. I am not a sociologist nor
am I the son of a sociologist. What you mention was not unknown to me
then, and rightly or wrongly I thought of such individuals or groups as the
exceptions rather than the rule, or more particularly I ascribed such patterns
to narrow horizons, lack of self-confidence and the legacy of persecution.
In my St. Marks Ave years I still lacked sufficient coordination to
enjoy doing things with a ball, and, as you may imagine, I had virtually no
interest in other components of the vita otiosa pursued by pre-schoolers
of my era. So it is doubtful whether my amiable intentions came to much.
Against the larger picture of neighborhood disintegration, as, within a
few years, the place became uninhabitable to whites and a disappointment
to the middle class blacks whose offspring I had briefly rubbed elbows
with, small gestures of welcome are as negligible as minor gestures of
hostility. What remains over fifty years later is the simple, perhaps childish
conviction that the minor gestures of hostility and the attitudes that go
with them are emotional luxuries or crutches that God-fearing individuals
ought neither to desire nor to need.
Kalman Abrams wants you to tell him whether he’s a racist or not. I
don’t think you can do him the service, despite the fact that he comes
across as a pretty decent man. What do we want of Kalman Abrams and
those like him? Do we want them to stifle their thoughts about gerim,
about Sefaradim, about Gentiles? I see nothing undignified in the conversation reported, although, as with many provocative or potentially offensive topics, there is a time to discuss and a time to shelve discussion.
What is painful to me in Mr. Abrams’ letter is not his apprehensions
about people unlike members of his circle: if I take him at his word, as you
urge me to, they reflect his own indirectly admitted awkwardness rather
than contempt or dislike. It is rather the narrowness of his Jewish horizons. Rambam (Hil. Deot 6) states that the special commandment to love
the ger, who has voluntarily joined God’s people, is connected to the love
of God, for God too has a special love relationship to the ger. One wonders whether Mr. Abrams’ puzzlement about the ger, and indirectly his
sense of distance from others who strike him as different, betrays a degree
of coldness in his relationship with God.1
Like many of us, Mr. Abrams has trouble adjusting to legitimate religious or social practices to which he is not accustomed. He also finds alien

1
On the full significance of Rambam’s statement, R. Yitzchak Blau reminds me of
R. Hutner’s discussion in Pahad Yitshak, Pesah #29.
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the entire idea of undertaking radically new commitments for the sake of
religious truth. This too is understandable: even individuals who conduct
their spiritual lives at a high level of intensity may be nervous about socializing with people like themselves. What makes me sad is that all this understandable apprehension yields to no corresponding feeling of joy in
the ger’s adventure but at most allows a cold, distant admiration for his
achievement.
The ger, to Mr. Abrams, is an enigma but not a mystery, an occasion
for puzzlement but not for self-transcendence. Based on what I see here,
he can be made uncomfortable by unfamiliar phenomena, but he cannot
be shocked into seeing them, or himself, in the new light they shed.
Jethro’s gooseflesh, for him, is Jethro’s reaction to an unpleasant reminder.
If he knew the Ya’arot Devash, it would leave him cold, not because it’s
not the simple meaning of the Gemara, but because the soul-shivering
quest for purer motivation, and the corresponding trepidation at the possibility of falling short, does not excite him, does not imaginatively shake
him out of his skin, it does not give him the gooseflesh.
There is an Orthodox Jew who dwells in timidity, tethered to what he
knows; there is an Orthodox Jew whose life is punctuated by the joy and
terror of the gooseflesh. When you have the chance, gently and unobtrusively give Mr. Abrams a taste of the gooseflesh, not right now, but somewhere down the line, when he least expects it and cannot defend himself
against it. Get him excited and apprehensive at the realization that he, like
the gerim who puzzle him, is a unique individual with one life to live in the
presence of God, and what it means to make the small and large choices
that mark us eternally as individuals. It will do him more good than another sermon about “racism.” Since he is not a member of your congregation, you have little to lose. And he, and we, may relearn the mysterious
lesson that there are emotional luxuries and crutches we can do without.
Do chara,
Shalom Carmy
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